Excitation of transient lobe cell convection and auroral arc at the cusp poleward boundary during a transition of the interplanetary magnetic field from south to north.
Introduction
Ground observations of the optical aurora and ionospheric ion drift in the cusp region have the distinct advantages of continuity of coverage and sufficient temporal-spatial sensitivity to monitor signatures of solar wind/magnetosphere/ ionosphere interaction mechanisms. Such observations have provided important information on the temporal variability of the magnetopause magnetic reconnection processes taking place poleward and equatorward of the cusp during northward and southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) con-Correspondence to: P. E. Sandholt (p.e.sandholt@fys.uio.no) ditions, respectively (Sandholt et al., 1998a; . Of particular interest here is the dynamic transition state of the cusp ionosphere excited by rapid northward turnings of the IMF (Øieroset et al., 1997; Sandholt et al., 1998b; Lockwood and Moen, 1999; Milan et al., 2000) . The different phases of the dynamics of the cusp aurora during a 40 min interval of strongly northward IMF, after a rapid northward turning, have been described in two recent studies . The interval was characterized by a sequence of intensifications and poleward expansions of the cusp poleward boundary, accompanied by activations of reverse (equatorward) convection.
Here we document an important additional, smaller-scale aspect of the dynamics of the cusp-polar cap boundary taking place in the early phase following the northward turning of the IMF. A careful inspection of the green line aurora reveals that the cusp intensifications described above are accompanied by short-lived (∼2-3 min) polar arcs emanating from bright spots forming at the cusp poleward boundary. The event we study shows the activation of a green line polar arc that moved across the local magnetic meridian (1100 MLT) from west to east during its ∼2-3 min duration in the phase of transition from standard merging cell (B z 0) to reverse two-cell (B z 0) convection. The close association of the optical phenomenon (polar arcs emanating from the cusp band, containing strong green line and weaker red line emissions) and bursts of equatorward convection, as observed in the same area of space by ground-based radar, led us to conclude that the arc results from magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling (sheets of field-aligned current) activated by bursts of lobe reconnection. The auroral/convection event was initiated approximately 5 min after the northward IMF arrived at the subsolar magnetopause. This estimate is based on the identification of the ground magnetic impulse event (MIE) relating to the solar wind dynamic pressure pulse which accompanied the IMF transition from south to north. From top to bottom are shown the proton density, temperature, bulk speed, dynamic pressure, the total field, its GSM x, y, and z components, and the IMF clock angle. The IMF northward turning centered at 0735 UT is marked by vertical dash-dot line. Figure 1 shows IMF observations obtained from the spacecraft Wind for the interval 0600-0900 UT on 16 December 1998. During this time, the spacecraft was in the solar wind on the dawnside of the magnetosphere at (5, −28, 19) R E (GSE coordinates). We note the transition from strongly southward to strongly northward IMF orientation recorded by Wind during the interval 0730-0738 UT. This northward turning, marked by a vertical dash-dot line in the figure, was followed by a 35 min interval of strongly northward IMF, when the IMF clock angle, i.e. the polar angle in the GSM YZ plane, was ≤ 15 • . In this period, B x was positive, and B y slightly negative. Figure 2 shows meridian scanning photometer (MSP) observations at (a) 630.0 nm and (b) 557.7 nm, from Ny Ålesund, Svalbard (76 • MLAT), during the interval 0720-0800 UT on 16 December 1998. We note that the aurora was ini- tially displaced well south of Ny Ålesund, consistent with the strongly southward IMF orientation before ∼0725 UT. Strong auroral intensifications occurred at 0731-32 and 0735 UT, before a stepwise poleward expansion and weakening of the cusp aurora took place during 0740-0800 UT. These are all effects attributed to the northward turning of the IMF, first affecting the cusp aurora at ∼0730 UT .
Observations
In this study, we shall concentrate on the brightest auroral event which followed the northward turning of the IMF, observed along the MSP meridian during the interval 0735-0740 UT. The green line panel of Fig. 2 shows a short-lived excursion toward the zenith, emanating from the cusp poleward boundary, at 0735-36 UT. As we shall see below, this is a transient polar arc emanating from the cusp region, which crossed the MSP meridian during its eastward motion in the 1000-1100 MLT sector. Figure 3 shows a sequence of six all-sky images at 557.7 nm for the interval 0733-0736 UT, covering the initial phase of the second auroral brightening event shown in Fig. 2 . The initial brightening appears as a bright spot located slightly west of the MSP meridian in the second (0734:15 UT) image. A careful inspection reveals a faint polar arc emanating from the bright spot. The next four images, representing the interval 0734:45-0736:15 UT, show the eastward motion of both the bright spot and the polar arc. The bright spot crossed the MSP meridian at 0734:45 UT. The arc manifests itself as a transient form extending poleward (towards zenith) from the intensified cusp emission, which can also be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 2 . The polar arc lasted for approximately 2 min (0734-0736 UT). The arc intensity is observed to decrease with distance away from the bright spot at the cusp poleward boundary. The transient arc marks the initial phase of the event of enhanced cusp emission, which lasted until 0940 UT.
A schematic summary of the observation geometry in magnetic latitude/magnetic local time (MLAT/MLT) coordinates, with the cusp poleward boundary (solid curved line), the bright spot (circle) and the polar arc at 0734 and 0736 UT, is shown in Fig. 4 . The fields of view of the optical instruments and beam 9 of the CUTLASS Finland radar are also marked in the figure. Figure 5 shows line-of-sight ion drift velocities obtained by beam 9 of the CUTLASS Finland HF radar during the interval 0720-0750 UT. The radar was operating in a nonstandard mode during the interval, hence, the variable time resolution of the data (for a full description of the mode, see Thorolfsson et al., 2000) . The field of view of beam 9 is indicated in Fig. 4 . Onsets of auroral brightening events are marked by vertical lines. An arrow marks the second vertical line in the figure, representing 0735 UT, which is the time when the polar arc has just crossed the MSP scanning meridian during its eastward motion in the 1000-1100 MLT sector. At this time (0735-0736 UT), a transition from northward ("away flow"; red) to equatorward ("toward flow"; green) is observed within 70 • -75 • MLAT, in beam 9. This state lasted until 0738 UT, when a return to northward occurred. A new Here we focus on the 0735-0738 UT event.
A spatial plot of the line-of-sight ion drift pattern in the area around Svalbard at 0736 UT is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5 . Ion drift vectors have been superposed using a beam-swinging algorithm given by Villain et al. (1987) and Ruohoniemi et al. (1989) . The spatial plot of line-of-sight velocities are reproduced at higher resolution in Fig. 6 . Velocities are color-coded according to the scale to the right. Blue is toward (equatorward) and red is away (antisunward) from the radar. A schematic convection pattern consistent with the observed line-of-sight velocities is indicated. It consists of the remnant merging (M) cell convection in the north and the transient lobe (L) cell intruding during the auroral brightening event. The latter is marked by the hatched area. A region of expected upward field aligned current associated with a flow reversal is indicated by small dotted circles. The radar observations are consistent with relatively strong eastward flow poleward of the cusp, in the northeastern part of the backscatter region. The flow in the vicinity of the cusp aurora is westward, with a significant equatorward component in the 1000-1100 MLT sector. Figure 7 shows X component magnetograms from IM-AGE chain stations on Svalbard (NAL-BJN) and at Tromsø (TRO) for the interval 0720-0750 UT. A magnetic impulse event (MIE) at ∼0727 UT is marked by a vertical dashed line. This event reflects the solar wind dynamic pressure pulse associated with the IMF discontinuity/northward turning recorded by Wind at 0735 UT (see Fig. 1 ). It is most clearly seen at the lower-latitude stations, particularly at TRO (Tromsø). The associated auroral signature at 0727 UT is seen in Fig. 2b . The relationship between the magnetic/convection and auroral signatures of MIEs has been documented by Luhr et al. (1996) .
The MIE at 0727 UT marks the approximate time of ar- rival of the northward IMF orientation at the subsolar magnetopause. The interval of the transient auroral arc at the cusp poleward boundary is marked by vertical dash-dot lines at 0733 and 0736 UT. From this information, we may infer that this auroral event was initiated approximately 5 min after the arrival of the northward IMF orientation at the subsolar magnetopause. The positive X component deflection observed at stations HOP-BJN (71.3 • -72.9 • CGMLAT), centered at 0735 UT, is consistent with the westward convection in the region of the enhanced cusp precipitation, indicated in Fig. 6 , based on the radar observations.
Discussion
The phenomenon we focus on is the activation of a transient polar arc emanating from a bright spot at the cusp poleward boundary, which occurred in the transition phase when the IMF rotated from strongly south to north. The IMF vector rotated from (−5, −7, −5) to (6, −2, 7) in less than 10 min. The gross features of the ionospheric response to this IMF transition, which may be divided in three phases, are indicated in Fig. 5 of Sandholt et al. (2000) . The aurora and flow pattern prior to the northward turn of the IMF is that of a distorted two-cell pattern with a significant eastward component in the cusp region, consistent with the negative IMF B y component. The aurora typically shows a sharp equatorward boundary from which transient poleward moving auroral forms (PMAFs) are emanating (Thorolfsson et al., 2000) . This is the aurora we, in previous work, refer to as the type 1 cusp region aurora (Sandholt et al., 1998a; . Phase 1 (0727-0730 UT) is the first ionospheric signature which can be associated with the northward turning. This is a magnetic impulse event (MIE) observed within a wide range of latitudes equatorwards from the cusp (Fig. 7) . This impulse event is accompanied by a moderate auroral brightening. The event is possibly triggered by the rapid enhancement of solar wind density (dynamic pressure) which accompanied the actual IMF directional discontinuity. Phase 2 (0730-0745 UT) represents the first 15 min after the initial response and is the one we concentrate on. It consists of two discrete episodes of auroral intensification, each of which is accompanied by short-lived (∼3 min), localized events of equatorward convection. These events are both followed by the reforming of the standard distorted two-cell pattern, which is reminiscent of the previous interval of strongly southward IMF. Thus, phase 2 consists of a mixture of ionospheric signatures attributed to reconnection processes taking place both poleward and equatorward of the cusp. Phase 3, which occupies the next 25 min (0745-0810 UT), is entirely regulated by the strongly northward IMF orientation. It is characterized by a sequence of poleward expansions and latitudinal broadenings of the cusp emission band and events of reverse convection (Figs. 2 and 5 ). In this case, the cusp aurora, which we call type 2, is characterized by a sharp poleward boundary.
The connection between the cusp dynamics and the excitation of the transient polar arc in phase 2, is indicated schematically in Fig. 8 . It adds an important element to the previously reported observations, having important implications on the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling during the phase of transition from low-latitude to high-latitude reconnection. North is up and west is to the left. The polar arc (upward FAC) is located near the boundary between fast eastward flows in the poleward region, driven by the previous interval of southward IMF, and the the much slower flows which have an equatorward component, which is associated with lobe reconnection.
Polar cap arcs are generally associated with flow lines of polar plasma flow and gradients of plasma flow during northward IMF orientation Gussenhoven, 1982; Hardy et al., 1982) . Polar arcs are, furthermore, associated with a pair of meso-scale field-aligned currents; the outflowing component is carried by sheets of incoming electrons, and an associated ionospheric flow channel (Chiu, 1989; Weiss et al., 1993) .
In the present case, the transient arc and the associated channel of equatorward (sunward) convection are observed to intrude into a large-scale convection pattern established during the previous southward IMF interval (decays totally after 15 min of northward IMF by the end of phase 2). A region of strong flow shear develops during the activation and expansion of the lobe cell, between the eastward flow at higher latitudes, driven by continuing B y field tension, and semi-stagnant plasma just joined to northward IMF and westward flowing magnetosheath. The sense of the shear is such that it requires an upward field-aligned current, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . One result is the polar arc emanating from the cusp poleward boundary. Furthermore, we suggest that the eastward motion of the polar arc is related to the evolution of the IMF-magnetosphere interconnection geometry during the event onset (expansion of the lobe reconnection site), taking into account the strongly northward B z (7 nT) and small negative B y /positive B x condition. The band of new enhanced cusp precipitation, marked in Fig. 8 , represents, in our view, the ionospheric footprint of the lobe reconnection process.
